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TIMBERLITE
Access Mat

Does your project need the toughness
of a timber mat at the cost of 3-Ply and 
CLT mats?
 
After two years of development and testing in the field, YAK 
ACCESS is proud to include the TIMBERLITE access mat in our 
comprehensive line of site access products and services. 

Ideal for powerline contractors, TIMBERLITE mats have found 
the sweet spot between 3-Ply or CLT mats and timber mats. 
Made of pine middle timbers and mixed hardwood outside 
timbers, these mats are light, durable, and flexible enough to 
contour to the ground below. 
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KEY BENEFITS OF TIMBERLITE

LIGHT
Because TIMBERLITE is 50 percent lighter than traditional timber 
mats, you save on freight costs. These mats are also lighter and 
more durable than 3-Ply access mats, giving you more options 
for minimizing impact on the ground below.

DURABLE
You face a wide range of conditions on a right-of-way. 
TIMBERLITE is more durable than 3-Ply and CLT mats, so you
can use it in a larger variety of situations without upgrading to 
more expensive timber mats. These stout mats are also harder 
to break, therefore leaving less potential clean up at the end of 
the project.

FLEXIBLE
TIMBERLITE contours to the ground, allowing strategic 
placement of temporary roads for heavy equipment and trucks 
to cross smoothly. Because they flex when you drive, these mats 
won’t shift or lift when equipment crosses.
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ADVANTAGES OVER 
THREE-PLY MATS

Lighter 

More durable

Suitable for a wider range of terrain

Gapless, meaning the mats will not
pick up mud and get heavier

ADVANTAGES OVER
CLT MATS

More flexible 

More durable

Suitable for a wider range of terrain

ADVANTAGES OVER 
TIMBER MATS

Lighter

Less expensive

More cost-effective material composition
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WHEN TO USE TIMBERLITE MATS

STABLE ROAD FOR SAFER ACCESS

Because they are so versatile, powerline contractors and 
construction crews can use TIMBERLITE mats in a broad range of 
dry to semi-wet scenarios—including semi-swampy conditions 
that 3-Plys or CLT mats can’t handle. They are ideal for both flat 
and uneven terrain but less suitable for mountainous areas. For 
optimal performance, use these mats when vehicle traffic will 
mostly consist of rubbered-tired equipment.

Unlike any other type of mat, TIMBERLITE’s flexible structure 
and ability to conform to the ground below ensure a secure ride 
every time. Whether you’re moving heavy equipment or driving 
your pickup to and from the site every day, you won’t have to 
worry about damage caused by mats popping up or shifting over 
time. With TIMBERLITE, your temporary roadway will stay stable 
and straight until project completion.   



PRODUCT DETAILS

GET TIMBERLITE FOR YOUR NEXT PROJECT

Dimensions Average mats per load Average weight

4’ x 4.5” x 14’ 36 1,285 lbs.

21 2,200 lbs.8’ x 4.5” x 14’

Materials: Pine and mixed hardwood

When the right of way calls for an access solution more durable and flexible 
than a traditional timber mat but doesn’t need the heavy-duty qualities—and 

expense—of 3-Ply and CLT mats, find the sweet spot with TIMBERLITE.

Contact us for a site access consultation.

CALL US: 800.409.1392 | info@yakaccess.com

CONTACT US

https://www.yakaccess.com/contact-us/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/yakaccess/
https://www.facebook.com/YAKACCESS/
https://twitter.com/YAKACCESS
https://www.instagram.com/yakaccess/?hl=en
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCd458-clz8GgjkfzxU7tvcQ

